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Sports Trivia  
by Bly S.

1. Who was named Super Bowl MVP 3 times?
2. Who was the first baseball player to get 60 home 

runs in one season?
3. Who was the executive director of the Canadian 

hockey winter olympics of 2002 and 2006?
4. Which wide receiver got drafted by San Francisco
     in 1985?
5. Who was the first NHL (National Hockey League) 

player to get 100 assists in one season?
6. Which NFL (National Football League) running back 

averaged 104 yards a game and never missed a 
game?

7. Who was known as Mr. Hockey and played for 25 
seasons, retired, and went back to play with his 
sons in the NHL?

8. Which running back’s nickname was “Sweetness” 
and was in the pro bowl nine times?

    Answer key at bottom of the page.

Answers from Sports Trivia:
#1 Joe Montana!!#2 Babe Ruth!#3 Wayne Gretzky!#4 Jerry Rice
#5 Bobby Orr!!#6 Jim Brown!#7 Gordie Howe!#8 Walter Payton

! What’s Out There?
! by Ryannen S.

! Earth is one amazing place, but our Earth isn’t the only thing in the universe. The most 
! popular saying about space is, “What’s out there?“ Gathered below are some amazing facts     
            about space. The facts about space were gathered from Google.

Amazing Facts

If you put Saturn in a bathtub, it would float.
There is a planet out there bigger than earth made out of diamonds. 

The largest star is the universe is being eaten by a black hole.
A single day on Venus is longer than a year on Earth.

There is a star that is only 20 degrees celsius. 
There is a star 1,500 times the size of our sun.

NFL Super Bowl XLIX 

Katy Perry and her dancing sharks 
perform at Super Bowl XLIX halftime.
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    Well, that’s it,
       humans!


